RECARO SPEED & SPEED S
Sport style and comfort

Take your vehicle to a completely new level with the RECARO Speed seat. The RECARO Speed seat, inspired by our racing
shells, is designed for the rigors of performance driving. Nothing feels or looks quite like a real RECARO. You only have to
sit in the Speed seat to understand what superior ergonomics are. The Speed seat keeps you firmly in place during aggressive
driving maneuvers. The integrated headrest, pronounced side bolsters and belt pass-throughs all combine to give the Speed
the look and feel of a racing seat while still maintaining the comfort you need for everyday driving. Why settle, when you can
have the RECARO Speed?

Find us on:

www.recaro-automotive.com

RECARO Speed
RECARO Ergonomics:
Each RECARO seat is designed to support the natural
S curve of the spine. The human body isn’t designed
for long periods of sitting. RECARO seats are designed
to align the spinal cord in its most natural and healthy
position.

Thigh Bolster Speed

Integrated Lumbar System:
A pre-formed curved backrest offers superior lumbar support.
The speed will feel as good as it looks.
Shoulder, Back and Thigh Bolsters:
The pronounced shoulder, back and thigh bolsters will keep you
firmly in place under the most aggressive driving situations.
Dual Manual Seat Back Release:
Moves the backrest forward for easy access to the rear seat
of any vehicle.
High Quality Foam Padding:
The entire seat is lined with thick, dense, high quality foam that
will hold its shape, comfort and design integrity over time.
RECARO Speed S:
The Speed S is available with lower profile thigh bolsters for
easier daily access entering and exiting your vehicle.

Optional 5 or 6 Point Harness slot
Optional manually adjustable lumbar available
Adaptors and Sliders sold separately

All mounting hardware sold separately
Mounting hardware varies based on the vehicle the seat
will be installed
Check with your dealer / installer for fitment and necessary
mounting hardware for your vehicle application

RECARO Speed S

RECARO Speed

Thigh Bolster Speed S

